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C161 The Ceo's Wife Is so Low-profile 

As soon as Hsu Yan stepped into the Zhan's, there was a "scandal" behind her! 

Anyone who suddenly sat in a high position would receive a bloodbath in the workplace! Hsu Yan, who 

had returned this time, had promised Ninth Master that she would repay the debt, so she was naturally 

prepared to deal with all the "rumors." 

The assistant room was the same as before she left. Hsu Yan followed Su Wen 

C162 The Peeping Jiu 

After Gu Mo entered the Zhan's, she had only been a newcomer, but she could still speak with her 

mouth wide open! She had once been the president of the fan club where Zhan Lianchen held a concert 

in Australia. She was stunned as she called herself Second Young Master Zhan Lianchen's girlfriend! 

In a short period of time, she actually joined the elite group 

C163 Don't Alert the Enemy 

The man didn't say anything. 

Gu Mo was still crying, "Zhan Lianchen, back then, in front of hundreds of thousands of people in the live 

broadcast room, you promised to be with me! We even bought presents for our fans. Everyone says that 

I'm your girlfriend. If you go back on your word now, how can I be a person?" 

Zhan Lianchen's reply was very concise, "If Miss Gu wants to be liked by others 

C164 I'll Show You Tonight 

"What are you talking about? My good friend Zhao Tongtong, didn't I tell you that she was a singer in a 

bar? Her voice is bad. Let me make some medicine for her. " Hsu Yan was so angry that she almost 

laughed at the thought of this man. 

"I will stay at her place tonight! I'll come back when she's alright." 

Well, it was right not to go back tonight. His heart could bear it 

C165 That Pretty Girl Looks Very Much like Your Wife 

Prime Emperor. Flourishing Entertainment KTV. 

In the entire City J, those who could use the word Prime Emperor as an effect were all top notch tycoons 

who invested in their territory. They were a paradise for rich people to have fun in. 

Every time night fell, Nightless City would be like a huge gold-swallowing beast, gathering all kinds of 

crouching tigers and hidden dragons. 

"Tongtong 

C166 Ning Ya Had Given Birth 



Initially, his wife did not want to go home. However, when he thought about Hsu Yan and Zhan Lianchen 

coming into contact with each other alone again, he thought about it. On a single night, this person felt 

bored. Even his office felt bored. So he asked his friend out for a drink, but who knew that he would see 

an even more annoying scene! 

Lu Hee felt wronged and said again 

C168 He Was a Bully 

The tribulation had been avoided, but to Hsu Yan, the real disaster had only just begun. 

Zhan Shishen pulled the man out of the room. Without saying a word, the man led the woman to the 

room next door. 

In the room, Lu Hee and the others had already been cleared. At this moment, Hsu Yan heard the door 

close with a bang. In the dark room, only the breathing of two people could be heard. 

"Mr 

C169 The Same Flirtatious Look 

The next day at work, Hsu Yan was so tired that she could not get up. 

Fortunately, today's work arrangement was to go to the market for an inspection. She did not have time 

to request, so she might as well stay a little longer. 

One had to say that the job Ninth Master Zhan gave her was quite easy to worry about. 

"My wife doesn't get up 

C170 Su Rongyin Who Was Asking for Help 

On the way to the taxi, Hsu Yan was still worried about this idea. 

Lele was five years old. She had told Young Master Fang that Ning Ya would be taken care of by Wang 

Minghong at the same time. 

But in this world, could there really be such a coincidence? 

"I'm sorry, Miss. I won't open this path today." 

"I'm sorry, Miss. My car is out of gas. Please take a taxi somewhere else 

 


